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	An MIT "hack" is an ingenious, benign, andanonymous prank or practical joke, often requiring engineering or scientificexpertise and often pulled off under cover of darkness -- instances of campus mischief sometimes coinciding withApril Fool's Day, final exams, or commencement. (It should not beconfused with the sometimes nonbenign phenomenon of computer hacking.)Noteworthy MIT hacks over the years include the legendary Harvard--YaleFootball Game Hack (when a weather balloon emblazoned "MIT" poppedout of the ground near the 50-yard line), the campus police car found perchedon the Great Dome, the apparent disappearance of the Institute president'soffice, and a faux cathedral (complete with stained glass windows, organ, andwedding ceremony) in a lobby. Hacks are by their nature ephemeral, althoughthey live on in the memory of both perpetrators and spectators. Nightwork,drawing on the MIT Museum's unique collection of hack-related photographsand other materials, describes and documents the best of MIT's hacks andhacking culture. Thisgenerously illustrated updated edition has added coverage of such recent hacksas the cross-country abduction of rival Caltech's cannon (a prankrequiring months of planning, intricate choreography, and last-minute improvisation),a fire truck on the Dome that marked the fifth anniversary of 9/11, andnumerous pokes at the celebrated Frank Gehry-designed Stata Center, and even aworking solar-powered Red Line subway car on the Great Dome. Hackshave been said to express the essence of MIT, providing, as alumnusAndre DeHon observes, "an opportunity todemonstrate creativity and know-how in mastering the physical world."What better way to mark the 150th anniversary of MIT's founding than tocommemorate its native ingenuity with this new edition of Nightwork?
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Photo-Induced Metastability in Amorphous SemiconductorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	As far as I know, the systematic study on chalcogenide glasses as semiconductors was initiated
	around the 1950s by a research group headed by B.T. Kolomiets of the Ioffe Physico-Technical
	Institute. During the half-century that followed, amorphous semiconductors have acquired
	their own citizenship as an unchallenged, independent area of...
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PET/CT in Clinical PracticeSpringer, 2007

	Emphasizing practical technique over underlying physics, this book discusses the use of PET/CT imaging in lung, lymphoma, esophageal, colorectal, head/neck and melanoma, and tumors of the reproductive system. Each chapter offers a summary of the appropriate staging system, and a full chapter is devoted to the range of normal PET/CT...
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Xamarin Mobile Development for Android CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 hands-on recipes to unleash full potential for Xamarin in development and monetization of feature-packed, real-world Android apps


	About This Book

	
		Create a number of Android applications using the Xamarin Android platform
	
		Extensively integrate your Android devices with other...
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Tools and Environments for Parallel and Distributed ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Today's most complete reference on the rapidly evolving     software technology used in parallel and distributed computing
     Designing, developing, and utilizing the kinds of versatile computing     environments that will effectively support today's complex scientific and     engineering applications is an ongoing research challenge. Tools...
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Seductive Interaction Design: Creating Playful, Fun, and Effective User Experiences (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	This book is primarily about principles of
	human behavior: why people do the things they
	do, feel the things they feel, and make particular
	choices.


	But there’s more to this book.


	If trying to understand human behavior
	was the only goal, I’d have stopped by now and
	pointed you to dozens of other...
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Windows NT File System Internals : A Developer's GuideO'Reilly, 1997
Writing kernel-mode Windows NT programs--such as file-system  drivers (FSDs), filter drivers, and antivirus programs--poses a  challenge to even experienced Windows programmers. It's hard enough to  get these programs to work, but getting them to live peacefully with  other kernel programs and NT itself is an art. Nagar sorts through the  mechanics...
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